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CPP/CCII - ONLINE EXAMINATION DECEMBER 2020 

Modalities of Conducting Final Semester Examinations in December 2020 

COVID-19 Pandemic condition. 

1. The Final Semester Regular/Arrear Theory Examinations for all CPP and CCII 

courses of Bharathiar University are scheduled to be held from December 14th 

2020. 

2. The schedule of examinations in detail is already hosted in the University 

Website. 

3. All the examinations will be conducted through online mode only and will be of 

descriptive type with the existing approved pattern of question papers. 

4. University will create an exclusive online portal for the registration of candidates. 

5. Candidates are required to fill the particulars in the respective columns to create 

User name and Password for LOGIN purpose. 

6. Every candidate is required to enter the online portal using the LOGIN particulars 

as specified on each day of examination and select the subject code and subject 

name for downloading the question paper which is scheduled for that date. 

7. The duration of examination is 3 hours between 10.00 AM – 01.00 PM in the FN 

session and between 02.00 PM – 05.00 PM in the AN session. 

8. Candidates can login the online portal with the user name and password on each 

day of examination at least 30 minutes before commencement of examination, 

i.e., at 09.30 AM (FN Session)/01.30 PM (AN Session) and can fill the particulars 

wherever necessary. Question papers can be downloaded at 09.45 AM (FN 

Session) / 01.45 PM (AN Session). 

9. Candidates should write the examination in A4 white sheets only one side only 

(with a page restriction of 32 pages) and mark page number in each sheet. 

10. Candidates should complete the examination at 01.00 PM (FN Session) and at 

05.00PM (AN Session). 

11. After completion of the examination, the candidates should scan each written 

page in an order serially and compile in a single file in PDF and upload the PDF. 



It must be ensured before uploading the PDF that only written sheets are 

scanned and compiled as PDF. No blank page should be inserted while 

compiling the answer pages in to PDF. 

12.  In case of any hardship to be faced by the candidates in downloading the 

question papers and in uploading the answer sheets in PDF should contact 

Institution/University. 

13. It is mandatory that every student should keep the hard copy of the answer 

scripts with them, so as to submit the same to the university if necessity arises. 

14.  The institutions are required to inform the above modalities to all the candidates 

concerned.  

15. It is the responsibility of the Institutions to ensure the registration of all 

applied candidates for online exam. 

 

 

 

Controller of Examinations i/c 

Bharathiar University, Coimbatore-641046. 


